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Sesame Street Seminar – Academic Readiness
Kathy R. Doody
Associate Professor
Exceptional Education
SUNY Buffalo State
RATIONALE:
This module will provide an overview of the academic skills required for kindergarten readiness. The module
will also provide insight into how Sesame Street has academically prepared children for entrance into school by
providing them with engaging and age appropriate content through song, movement, and skits.

CLASS MODULE :
This module can be used for courses like Language, Literacy, and Cognition, Developmental Psychology,

Introduction to Special Education, Early Childhood Development, Typical and Atypical Development,
Overview of Kindergarten Readiness and Success, etc. This module would probably be used for an
upper level undergraduate and graduate class as part of an early childhood education certification
program, as a seminar.
POTENTIAL FORMAT :
This module can be modified for use in an online, hybrid, or face-to-face class format.

TOPICAL READINGS :
Carrico, M., & Wood, R. W. (1974). An evaluation of the influence of sesame street on kindergarten
achievement. Journal of Instructional Psychology, 1(1), 2-6.
Early Childhood Education by MOOC: Lessons from Sesame Street
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/brookings-now/2015/06/18/sesame-street-was-the-original-mooc/
Minton, J.H. (1975) The Impact of Sesame Street on Readiness; Sociology of Education, 48(2), 141151
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2112472.pdf?casa_token=M3mgJSd40vwAAAAA:5MW0kQv94wM
0p6Z9t9NLyB0DRDGR2d2hj2l5qg_b4jRGiPhN5QAAZnnZzXSJlZukXwtbYT0CXZe6GC9v9OMw8UfxYbWTwQDvRUffhcfJVUc8TC9rEK
ViA
Red Light, Purple Light! Results of an Intervention to Promote School Readiness for Children From
Low-Income Backgrounds
Front. Psychol., 22 October 2019 | https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.02365 or
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.02365/full
Study: Watching ‘Sesame Street’ Linked To Better School Performance
https://www.simplemost.com/study-sesame-street-watchers-better-school/
Truglo, R.T.& Thomas, P. (2019). Sesame Street Ready For School! A parent’s guide to playful
learning for children ages 2-5. China: Running Press Publishers. ISBN-13: 978-0762466078
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VIDEO CLIPS:
Sesame Street: Ready For School Compilation with Elmo and Friends (50.01 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqEq49gxRgU
Sesame Street: Alphabet Songs Compilation | Learn the ABCs! (12.50 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWZ-iA3HMOU
Sesame Street: 0-20 Counting Songs! | Number of the Day Compilation (22.28 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Zi8KbgVhFc
Sesame Street: Find Colors with Elmo And Abby | I Spy Compilation (25.21 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuMODFk_BbE
Sesame Street: Check That Shape (with Nick Jonas) (2.05 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIRdMFo-h4U
ACTIVITIES:
Kindergarten readiness letter for parents:
You and your teammate(s) will create a kindergarten readiness letter for parents.
Collaborate with your teammate in a way that works for you (Google docs, FaceTime, etc.)
You will assume that you and your teammate are kindergarten teachers. Together, you will compose a
short letter (3-4 paragraphs) to parents of incoming students,. You will mail this letter in April or May
before students enter in September.
Your letter to parents should contain key skills for them to address with their child in preparation for
your class. Additionally, list one activity for each domain (social-emotional, cognitive, physical,
communication, and adaptive) that will help children prepare for kindergarten.
Please note that these five activities should be novel and not directly taken from any other source.
Put your creativity to work for this letter and compose some fun activities for parents and children to
enjoy together while preparing for your classroom. We want your letter to look professional but
convey a friendly and engaging tone.

Be a contributing book author!
Sesame Street Ready for School! is a parent’s guidebook to facilitate meaningful and education
interactions with children, ages 2-5. Each chapter has a different topic, but all chapters are formatted
in the same way, including these recurring topical features:
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Play and Learn Boxes: playful learning activities for kids and caregivers to do together
Quick Tips – entertaining hints designed to enhance quality time with your kids
Good Stuff – recommendations for books, websites, apps, arts, and crafts
Deep Dives – short essays to educate parents on a broad range of subjects
You and your groupmates will create one of each of the features, above, for addition to a chapter entitled
“School readiness: Success in Kindergarten!”
Possible topics for your featured segments could include:
• Rote skills (color, shape identification, counting and ABCs)
• 1:1 correspondence
• Print awareness (left to right, top to bottom orientation)
• Object labeling
• Classification by attributes (big/small, shape, color, etc.)
• Motor imitation with and without objects
• Recognition of name in print
• Verbal imitation
• Awareness of math patterns (A, B, C, A, B, C, or AA, BB, CC, etc.)
• Body part awareness/ability to draw human stick figure (2 arms, legs, eyes, ears, hands, feet, etc.)
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